
The Europe of “No” that Never Has an Idea
The Court of Strasbourg rejected the crime of “clandestine immigration”: this is the 
last of many stops that the Union imposed about this problem. But Brussels never was 
able to propose solutions starting from the invasion of Lampedusa and ending up 
with the Roms.
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  Once again, the European Union said “no” to an italian regulation against illegal immigrants. It 
forbids clandestine access and residence; but to the Union clandestinity is not a crime. Europe was 
never able to solve the very grave problems that we have; the answer always is “no”, forbidding any 
solution in favor of Italy. Therefore we must look at this fact, and we must analyze its various 
aspects before deciding what we will do. The European Union is founded on the assumption that all 
member States are “equal”. Canceling national borders, the territory becomes just one, and also 
populations, customs and laws become one. The main instrument to achieve “equality”, passing 
over the differences among peoples, is the Human rights Chart, which is referring to single 
individuals, bypassing any group. In this way every social aggregation disappears: family, nation, 
culture, religion; we are going ahead directly towards Universality. To the Economists and Bankers, 
Universality means world market and – in a near future – global government. Unfortunately, the 
Europeans States persist in being unequal, even in the fundamentals. If we compare the States that 
are more similar to Italy, we find out that, for example, France measures 547.030 square kilometers 
and Spain 504.782, twice as much as Italy’s 301.230 square kilometers; and Italy is made of 
mountains, rivers and shores which cannot be inhabited. On the other hand, the population density 
in far higher in Italy: 197 inhabitants per square kilometer, compared to 111 in France and 80 in 
Spain. Libya, for example, is five times larger than Italy, with 1.759.540 square kilometers and 3,4 
inhabitants. 

   Italy always was able to remain “Italy” because of the marvelous creations of thought that are one 
of its trademarks, in art, science, music, law, literature. This is because – notwithstanding its 
geographical position -  Italy always made the maximum effort to defend itself from all those who 
wanted to live there: pirates, barbarians, muslims. If we give up this defense, in a very short time 
Italians and Italianity will die. Italy should never have undersigned the Schengen Treaty, just 
because of its geographical position. But since we did, we must somehow run for cover, suspending 
the Schengen treaty as also France proposed to; at the same time we must gain some extra time to 
convince the European Union to change those rules that are clashing against any common sense, 
and are endangering the very same cultural and physical survival of the Peoples. For a People, the 
territory (Homeland) is like home, and the borders are its front door. It seems that entering in 
someone else’s home is not a crime any more: thieves will be happy to hear that. We hope that the 
Left will cooperate to convince Europe, notwithstanding the aura of intangibility that they built 
around it. In front of any word coming from Brussels, the Left automatically considers it as 
“sacred”. This reminds another very unpleasant “sacralization”, towards the Soviet Union. But this 
time the survival of Italy is at stake: let us try to be and behave just as Italians.
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